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In the context of global rising temperatures, rapid urbanization and excessive demand for natural
resources (e.g., freshwater and sand) stress the livelihood of the world deltas. Sea Level Rise, land
subsidence, discharge anomalies, floods, drought, and salt intrusion are common challenges
facing these ecologically essential and economically crucial coastal landscapes. Climate change
projections in deltas regularly isolate climate-driven stressors and disregard anthropogenic
environmental drivers. This often leads to insufficient socio-political drive at times when the short
window of opportunity to save the world’s largest deltas is closing. Here, by integrating both
climatic and anthropogenic drivers of exposure and vulnerability, we project salt intrusion within
the Mekong mega-Delta for the next three decades. Leveraging modern numerical codes and
computation capacity, by applying a high-resolution 3D model we capture the 3D dynamics of
saline water intrusion, and by covering the entire delta (from 400 km upstream to 70 km offshore)
we eliminate/minimize the boundary effects at the areas of interest. We differentiate the relative
effects of various drivers and demonstrate that while sea level rise can increase areas affected by
salinity by 5-19%, anthropogenic drivers such as extraction-induced subsidence and riverbed level
incisions due to sediment starvation can further amplify that by additional 10-27%. The results are
crucial input for climate adaptation policy development in the Mekong Delta and provides a
blueprint for systemic assessment of environmental changes and developing environmental
pathways at scale of a delta.
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